
SMSC Activities Spring 2017

The staff have as ever been busy promoting SMSC development this term through a range 
of exciting, motivating and thought provoking activities.

Forms JHT, LR and SM have been exploring China, it’s culture and festivals. The activities 
included  experiencing Chinese artefacts, participating in a Chinese Tea Ceremony, 
Making Chinese dragons and performing dragon dances and creating Chinese displays. 
  

Form LR explored making dragons, complete with scales, at a very tactile level. They were 
encouraged to make choices, take turns and use their creativity. Great fun was had!!

Form JHT went to the local Asian Food shop.
They explored all the different products and 
articles on sale, working together to do this when 
needed. 

Form JHT and SM also developed their social skills by going to a Chinese restaurant to 
celebrate Chinese New Year. They were all very polite and behaved impeccably...a real 
credit to the school. On leaving they were given oranges by the restaurant staff to wish 
them good luck for the coming year.



Pupils in KS3 learnt about Chinese New Year. They focussed on the celebration including 
food, objects, traditions, festivals and decorations. 

They also participated in a Chinese Dragon Dance workshop which  included dancing, 
instruments, silk scarves and face paint. 

  

Pupils reflected on their own celebrations and what special days would be coming up in 
2017. 



Form SD have been exploring the culture and traditions of other countries. They ‘flew’ to a 
different countries each week which included Australia, Egypt, Brazil and Ireland. They 
listened to music relevant to each country, created artwork including aboriginal paintings

 and participated in cultural activities.

During art sessions Form LH have been looking at Indian fabric and Indian culture inspired 
by the story “Little Babaji” They have also been learning about France and french culture.
During PSHE sessions they have been focussing on stranger danger and road safety with 
an upcoming visit from PCSO’s to reinforce people’s learning.

Forms JK/SH and HS/NB have been learning about cubism and Pablo Picasso. They have 
been looking at change of art style due to not wanting to follow traditional art forms. They 
talked about looking at their faces from different angles and then created their own 3d 
portraits.



In KS4 pupils have been working towards completing both ASDAN and Entry Level 
coursework. They have had in depth discussions about Homelessness in the local 
community. They have spoken about responsibility, community, government, councils and 
provision for those in need. They are studying a unit on both Religious and Non-Religious 
charities and debating whether you need to be a Christian to be able to or indeed want to 
help others. They have been reflecting on their own experiences of engaging with 
charities. One pupil in particular described his work with his local FoodBank organisation. 

They have taken part in role play to choose which charity to place their shopping token 
with in a mock scenario.

This term the FE department have been participating in the meditative art of yogacise 
every week, encouraging spiritual development as well as keeping fit. 



Two of the students, as part of their ASDAN work, are completing a Good Pub Guide 
around Norwich. This involves looking at access, customer service and value for money. 
This not only helps their own SMSC development but also helps others in the community 
understand and respect the issues our pupils and those with similar needs may have.

As part of his Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, one pupil  enhances his own SMSC 
development by learning about WW1 and making this fantastic model of the trenches. 

Other students, working towards their D of E Award, worked with DJ Stark to create mixes 
for the Valentine Disco which was open to pupils throughout the school.



There have been various trips to local and national venues to attend shows, concerts and 
watch and compete in sporting events so far this term all of which embed SMSC 
development. (see separate PE report for more details)

Students from the  FE department  and KS4 pupils enjoyed a trip  to the O2 Arena to see 
The X Factor Live Tour 2017. 

�  

A range of pupils from throughout the school attended the ‘relaxed’ performance of Jack 
and The Beanstalk at the Theatre Royal Norwich.



Saturday Club’s theme for primary pupils during February was “People Special to Me” . 
They discussed people that cared for them and that they cared for and loved. They made 
chocolate covered biscuits to give to their loved ones.
Secondary students furthered their SMSC development exploring different celebrations 
that take place during February. They enjoyed making candles to celebrate Candlemas 
Day.


